
OLKENNEDY B-I
Olkennedy was recently designated a 
Wonder of the Darradine Restoration, a 
matter of great pride to its newly-contacted 
inhabitants. It’s a mountainous, volcanic 
world, uninhabitable except for its 
spectacular “Crater”; deep enough to have 
its own atmosphere and ecosystem, it takes 
up 1/12th of the planet’s surface, responsible 
for Olkennedy’s bizarre weather, including 
the “Precipitation Zone” or “Snow-Layer” of 
snow-capped peaks and waterfalls along 
the Crater’s rim.

Olkennedy was rediscovered a century ago, 
and quarantined as SCI Force engineered 
its culture to be less traumatised by 
Commonality arrival. Quarantine was lifted 
about twenty years ago, when it was decided 
to stop engineering Olkennedy as a neo-
Yoosan culture world (its name means “Old 
Canada”) and instead incorporate it into 
the Commonality mainstream as quickly 
as possible. Many are still awestruck by the 
sudden arrival of a vast and sophisticated 
interstellar civilisation on their doorstep.

The original colony used genurgy and 
xenomorph labour; the huge brown Nwasha 
pithecines mined the hazardous volcanic 
zones, and short and stocky nomadic 
Akantack hominids colonised the Snow-
Layer. Modern-day Nwasha and Omianto 
are pithecine centres; Van Kuvrai and 
Columbiana are home to the pale, dark-
haired native humans; and Akantack and the 

Snow-Layer are hominid. Despite historical 
conflicts, these five “nations” have learned to 
coexist, with some population mixing.

High Concept: Cratered Wonder of the 
Darradine Rim

Aspects: M-class Red Dwarf in Binary 
System; Nearly a Neo-Yoosan Culture 
World; T-Congruent Biosphere; There’s an 
Interstellar Civilisation Out There!

PLANETARY TYPE:  
INFERIOR GARDEN WORLD
Planetary Age: Maturing (-1)

Orbit: Habitable Zone, Outer (+1): 0.34AU

Year Length: 171d

Size: Large Standard (+1): 17000km

Density: Standard (+0)

Surface Gravity: High Standard (+1): 1.3G

Day Length: Very Rapid (+3): 18h

Atmospheric Pressure: Standard (+1) in 
Crater: Oxygen (breathable)

Surface Temperature: Standard (+0) in 
Crater: 14 °C; Cold (-2) on Surface: -15 °C

Surface Liquid: Very Low (-2): 5% water

Seasonality: Low (-2)

Satellites: No Moon; various moonlets

Planetary Bodies: 2 (no gas giants)

Habitability: Benign (+4)

CIVILISATION TYPE: UNITED WORLD
Civilisation Designation: Commonality 
Member (+3)

Population: Standard (+0): 30 million (40% 
human, 10% hominid, 40% xenomorph, 10% 
other)

Government Type: Representative (-2)

Societal Dev: Taxation and Representation 
(-1)

Openness: Self-critical (+1) 

Control Index: Property (-2)

Trade Index: Ubiquitous (+4)

Embargo: No Embargo

Tech Index: T7 (+2): First Age of Space

Starport: Craterport Down C-class starport 
(+3)

Mindscape: Global (-2)

Culture: Fringe World culture in Stage 2 
Normalisation
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A World

it all hapens

A World On the edge!

Hearts and Minds is an action-packed scenario for a party 
of beginning to intermediate Mindjammer PCs, where the 
characters are all that stands between a rediscovered world 
and a bloody civil war. Based loosely on the example scenario 
described in Chapter 22: Scenarios and Campaigns of 
Mindjammer — The Roleplaying Game, it combines physi-
cal, cultural, and Mindscape conflict with investigation and 
intrigue, firefights and starship combat.

The rediscovered world of Olkennedy (page 466 of 
Mindjammer — The Roleplaying Game) is in culture shock, 
resisting Commonality integration with increasing violence. 
Local and Commonality factions push their agendas, from the 
Fiver separatists seeking independence for Olkennedy’s five 
nations, to the Commonality integrators who want to forcibly 
absorb the world. It’s a microcosm of the conflict playing out 
across thousands of planets, where big questions about the 
shape of the growing interstellar civilisation of the New Com-
monality Era are being hammered out — right here, right now!

PLAYING HEARTS AND MINDS
The PCs are caught in this storm of events as the world 
descends into civil war. Maybe they’re merchants or travellers, 
or mercenaries looking for a ticket in the coming conflict; or 
maybe they’re instrumentality agents, trying to defuse the 
situation before it all goes to hell. The sections below suggest 
ways to get involved with events on Olkennedy — and to set 
dramatic, achievable, and meaningful goals for the PCs.

Hearts and Minds is structured in two parts. First, we 
present the world of Olkennedy — its geography, biosphere, 
civilisation and society. Second, we present the Hearts and 

Minds scenario — a series of episodes and scenes detailing a 
conspiracy of events which seems set to propel this turbulent 
world into a devastating civil war.

You can play this scenario as a one-shot in 3-4 hours, or 
as a longer scenario spanning several sessions. What follows 
assumes you’re playing the long game — see page 41 for 
guidance on playing the one-shot.

Getting the Characters Involved
As page 420 of Mindjammer suggests, a typical scenario 
contains an external problem — maybe the machinations 
of a villainous character or organisation — and an interper-
sonal one, and it’s the tension between these problems that 
drives the scenario forwards. Hearts and Minds gives you the 
external problem — a thrilling conspiracy where the future of 
a whole world is at stake — but the interpersonal problem is 
something that comes out of the aspects and personalities of 
your PCs. Take a moment to go over the guidelines on page 
420 and draw out a good interpersonal problem to provide a 
dramatic counterpoint to the scenario’s greater events.

WHO ARE THE GOOD GUYS?
Rediscovery is a fact of Commonality life, and for good or ill 
Olkennedy and the Commonality have to work things out. The 
Commonality might look like it has a single goal — “integrate 
Olkennedy into the Commonality” — but what that means 
varies hugely, depending on how SCI Force and the Common-
ality embassy handle events. Hearts and Minds introduces 
some of the factions at work in the Commonality (page 35), and 

“They never told us how much we’d be giving up. I don’t think they ever even asked. They just 
assumed they had it right, and that every world they recontacted would want the benefits of 
their wisdom and technology. When I realised the Commonality wasn’t going to take no for 
an answer, it made me as mad as hell. I’d rather die than see my world invaded!”

— Mymar Zaron, Olchan interview immediately before his death, Inchaka, 2137CD
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5A World on the Edge!

highlights their different approaches to Rediscovery. Some may 
be more appealing to players than others; some may choose 
a strict military solution to achieving the Commonality’s goals, 
while others may sympathise with the Olkennedians and try to 
secure the best “deal” for them they can. 

The premise of Hearts and Minds, to quote Professor 
Tolkien, is that “there are orcs on both sides”, and without the 
PCs’ intervention they’ll get the upper hand and precipitate a 
bloody civil war which will result in the deaths of thousands 
or even millions of innocents. 

The PCs can make a real difference on Olkennedy. Maybe 
they’re striving to save themselves and a handful of indi-
viduals — allies, locals in the immediate vicinity, maybe a 
community or neighbourhood; or maybe they’re movers 
and shakers, taking on organisations and cultures, opposing 
ambassadors, leaders, affecting global events. Regard-
less, make sure your PCs can affect things. Point out the 
consequences of their actions, the outcomes of scenes and 
episodes. Let them know they can rise to the occasion and be 
heroes — or the reverse.

CLASH OF CULTURES!
Hearts and Minds can feature culture conflict between the 
Fiver separatists and the Commonality (Mindjammer page 
304). Each episode in the scenario section below represents 

one exchange of culture conflict, described in its own 
scene. The PCs may interact with sides in the conflict, creating 
advantages or using culture stunts or extras to take culture 
actions. Alternatively you can describe culture conflict events 
happening in the scenario background instead.

In the culture conflict central to Hearts and Minds, the 
goal of the Fiver separatists is to isolate a local culture 
instance of the Commonality culture on Olkennedy (Mind-
jammer page 276) and attack it (Mindjammer page 304). 
They’re doing this by actively attacking the Commonallity 
presence, fomenting riots, causing unrest and engaging in 
acts of “terrorism” or “freedom fighting” (depending on your 
point of view). The PCs may try to stop them.

Meanwhile, Dai-Nisen-Go, the Commonality ambassador 
to Olkennedy (page 51), represents the Integrator faction of 
the Commonality government (page 36), intent on integrat-
ing Olkennedy as directly as possible — forcibly if necessary. 
Dai-Nisen-Go is exploiting the unrest to make cultural conflict 
attacks using Provoke, trying to inflict an extreme conse-
quence or concession to change the Olkennedian culture’s 
aspect The Fivers Have Huge Support to something like The 
Commonality Is a Light for the Many Worlds of Space. The PCs 
may oppose the ambassador’s heavy-handed methods, and 
/ or get involved in this cultural manipulation themselves, 
opposing both the destructive Fiver agenda and the ambas-
sador’s machiavellian cynicism with their own resolution.
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6 Hearts and Minds

Where it

All Happens

Where it All Happens

THE WORLD OF OLKENNEDY
Olkennedy is a “Wonder of the Darradine Restoration”, a 
mountainous, volcanic world in a binary red dwarf system, 
uninhabitable except for its spectacular “Crater”. Deep enough 
to have an atmosphere and ecosystem, the Crater takes up 
1/12th of the planet’s surface, responsible for Olkennedy’s 
bizarre weather and the spectacular “Snow-Layer” peaks 
between Crater and uplands.

An ancient slowship colony rediscovered late last century, 
Olkennedy was quarantined until twenty years ago, when SCI 
Force abandoned plans to engineer it as a neo-Yoosan culture 
world (its name means “Old Canada”) and instead integrate 
it into the Commonality mainstream as quickly as possible. 
Many Olkennedians are still awestruck by the sudden arrival 
of an interstellar civilisation on their doorstep.

Thousands of years in the past, the original slowship 
colony appears to have used genurgy and xenomorph labour 
to mine the volcanic zones and colonise the Snow-Layer. The 
Crater divided into five distinct regions: Nwasha and Omi-
anto became pithecine xenomorph centres; Van Kuvrai and 
Columbiana became human; and the “Akantack” Snow-Layer 
became hominid.

Olkennedy humans are pale-skinned, short and muscular, 
with dark hair and eyes. The Nwasha xenomorphs are short 
and stocky forest-dwellers, brown-haired, with manipulative 
hands and feet. Akantack hominids are short, stocky, and dark-
skinned, hirsute with barrel-like chests; they have flat faces, 
epicanthic folds, and are nomadic. Historically the restricted 
food supply kept the world’s population low, which it remains 
even today; there’s a lot of open space on Olkennedy.

Walking Outside
Olkennedy has two suns, one large pale red primary and a 
smaller red companion; the primary appears three times 
as large as Sol in the yellowish-orange sky. Its light makes 
colours look different; red things look redder, blue things look 
blacker, and yellows darken into orange.

Daylight on Olkennedy is relatively dim, as though 
always evening or early morning. Visitors may have difficulty 
seeing clearly, although natives are adapted; Akantacks have 
large eyes, and even Nwasha and humans have enlarged 
pupils.

Native plant life is greenish black, deep red, and brown, 
darkening in colour and even becoming black towards the 
poles. Transplanted Old Earth vegetation tends towards 
deep green, olive green, and khaki. 

The world’s gravity is 1.3G, and the year is a short 171 
standard days (228 local days); Olkennedy’s mildly vary-
ing seasons pass quickly. Day length is a rapid 18 hours, to 
which all Olkennedians have long since adapted; visitors may 
encounter sleep problems without medication or Mindscape 
therapies. Increased atmospheric pressure makes noises 
louder and sonic weapons more effective.

Olkennedy’s atmosphere has high O2 levels, meaning 
fires kindle easily; most communities have an efficient fire 
service. Combustion technology was risky throughout 
Olkennedian history, food preparation concentrating 
on drying and fermenting, or boiling food in naturally-
occurring hot springs, rather than open fires. 

“It’s such a beautiful world. When you see the glistening peaks of the Snow-Layer, the wine-
golden sea, the shadows of the fingertrees as they migrate across the Highback, you forget it 
was all born in fire and violence, an asteroid plunging into the planet’s heart…” 

— Cognisant Singer gimel-he-vau-14, 
Mindjammer and author of the Craterport Sonnet Cycle
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